
DISCIPLINARY SUMMARY 
The following disciplinary actions were taken at hearings conducted by the Mississippi Board of Nursing October 3, 
2012- October 5, 2012 or reflect actions accepted by the licensees or applicants for licensure by agreed order. All 
information contained in this summary is public. For conformation and verification of the most accurate and up-to–date 
licensure and disciplinary information go to our website at www.msbn.state.ms.us  
 
October 3, 2012 – October 5, 2012 
 
NAME     ACTION                         VIOLATION OF THE 
LICENSE NUMBER         NURSING PRACTICE LAW 
 
Armstrong, Jerry Ryan  Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in unprofessional conduct as 
R884204        identified by the board in its rules, in that  
        RESPONDENT was impaired while on duty  
        using authorized or unauthorized  
        medications.  
 
Berry, Mims Trey   Reinstatement of RN License  Restoration Hearing 
R855061   (Not CRNA Licensure) with  
   Drug Related Stipulations 
 
Christian, Angela G.   Transfer and assign continued Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R862514    monitoring to Arizona Board   of the Board.     
   of Nursing          
 
Darby, Beverly D.    Voluntary Surrender   Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
P320867        of the Board.  
 
Defoor, Susan Elaine   Documentation Course/Fine  Engages in any unprofessional conduct 
P318043   Legal Aspect Course   as identified by the board in its rules in that  
        RESPONDENT failed to maintain medical  
        records in a professional manner. 
 
Eddy, Terry Glen   Revocation    Had a license or privilege to practice as 
R886929        a nurse suspended or revoked in any   
        jurisdiction , has voluntary surrendered 
        such license or privilege to practice in any 
        jurisdiction, has been placed on probation 
        as a nurse in any jurisdiction or has been  
        placed under a disciplinary order(s) in any  
        manner as a nurse in any jurisdiction 
 
Greenlaw, Leroy    Documentation Course/Legal  Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R822442   Aspects of Nursing Course/Fine manner made incorrect entries or failed 
   Medication Administration Course to make essential entries on records/ 
        Negligently or willfully practiced nursing in 
        a manner that fails to meet generally  
        accepted standards of such nursing practice. 
 
Grubbs, Velina Denise   Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in unprofessional conduct 
P316706        as identified by the board in its rules in that  
        she passed or attempted to pass a forged  

prescription/Addicted to or dependent on   
alcohol or other habit-forming drugs or is a 
habitual user of narcotics, barbiturates, 
amphetamines, hallucinogens, or other  

        drugs having similar effect, or has  
        misappropriated any medication 
 
Gunnell, Angela Christie Reinstatement of Nursing License  Restoration Hearing  
R875186   with Drug Related Stipulations  
    
 
 



 
 
Hagger, Yvonne D.     Documentation Course/Legal  Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
P270438   Aspects of Nursing Course/Fine manner made incorrect entries or failed 
   Medication Administration Course to make essential entries on records. 
 
Hand, Venie Kaye    Voluntary Surrender   Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
P316568        of the Board. 
 
Handy, Barry     Revocation of Nursing license  Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
AR-R24381   and Privilege to practice under  of the Board. 
   the nurse licensure compact in   
   the state of Mississippi 
 
Harrell, Tabetha Ann    Voluntary Surrender   Engages in any unprofessional conduct 
R776611        as identified by the board in its rules, in 
        that she misappropriate drugs, supplies  

or equipment/ Negligently or willfully violated   
any order, rule or regulation of the board 
pertaining to nursing practice or licensure. 

 
Hill, Monique Ursa     Formal Reprimand/Restrictions  Negligently or willfully violated an order 
P324916   extended Twelve (12) additional rule or regulation of the board pertaining  
   months     to nursing practice or licensure. 
  
Huggins, Kayla Nicole   Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
P247138        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit. 
 
Johnson Tommie A.     Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in unprofessional conduct 
R779052        as identified by the board in its rules by 
        refusing to submit to  a drug screen. 
         
Jones, Martha     Formal Reprimand/Fine   Engages in any unprofessional conduct 
P293628   Dealing with Difficult   as identified by the board in its rules, in 
   Patients Course   that RESPONDENT intentionally or  
        negligently caused or allowed others  
        to physically, sexually, emotionally or  
        verbally abuse a patient.  
 
Love, Ashley Buford   Revocation of Licensure with  Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R891304   drug related recommendations of the Board.  
 
McDaniels, Bobbreshia Reinstatement of Nursing License  Restoration Hearing  
P318490   with Non- Drug Related Stipulations  
 
McDuffy, Randy    Voluntary surrender of   Engages in any unprofessional conduct 
R803373, ACNP   Advanced Practice Privilege    as identified by the board in its rules, in 
   to practice and Prescriptive    RESPONDENT has prescribed multiple 
   Authority/Fine/Documentation  controlled substances while failing to  
   Course     maintain complete records of evaluations,   
        treatments and justification for prescribing  
        controlled substance/Collaborative physician  
        violations/Violations of practice according  

standards and guidelines of the national 
certification organization.  
 

Moore, Tracy L. Gates   Legal Aspect Course/   Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
P322704   Documentation Course/Fine  manner made incorrect entries or failed 
        to make essential entries on records/ 
        Respondent practiced beyond authorized 
        Scope or directed to practice beyond their  
        authorized scope.  
 
 



 
Morgan, Todd Daniel   Voluntary Surrender    Had a license or privilege to practice as 
R884358        a nurse suspended or revoked in any   
        jurisdiction , has voluntary surrendered 
        such license or privilege to practice in any 
        jurisdiction, has been placed on probation 
        as a nurse in any jurisdiction or has been  
        placed under a disciplinary order(s) in any  
        manner as a nurse in any jurisdiction/That 
        RESPONDENT engaged in misrepresentation 

deception or failure to disclose information 
as requested on any licensure or board of 
nursing document when attempting to 
secure or obtain a nursing license. 
  

Patrick, Amanda Louise Revocation     Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent  
R861967        manner made incorrect entries or failed  
        to make essential entries on records 
 
Roberts, Krista Walley  Revocation     Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
R581992        of the Board. 
 
Robinson, Ashley Dawn Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
P325654        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit. 
 
Sexton, Ronald Scott   Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
R887475        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit/Addicted to or  
        dependent on alcohol or other habit- 
        forming drugs or is a habitual user 
        of narcotics, barbiturates,    
        amphetamines, hallucinogens, or other  
        drugs having similar effect. 
 
Smith, Cheryl A.   Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
R589004        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit. 
 
Snell, Jennifer Taylor   Revocation     Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
P320186        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit. 
 
Tacker, Sarah Elaine    Restricted Licensure for a   Addicted to or dependent on alcohol or 
P325472   minimum of thirty-six(36)  other habit-forming drugs or is a habitual  
   months/Nursing Ethics  user of narcotics, barbiturates,   
   Course/Fine    amphetamines, hallucinogens, or other  
        drugs having similar effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


